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The Bay of Bengal Programme Inter-Governmental Organisation (BOBP-IGO) and its 
precursor the FAO Bay of Bengal Programme (BOBP) has been actively engaged in improving 
the safety at sea of small-scale fishers through various activities involving capacity building 
of stakeholders, preparation and dissemination of guidelines and manuals on safety at sea, 
advisories to member-governments and organization of local, regional and international 
events.  
 
The South Asian component of ‘FAO/Sida Global Safety at Sea Project for Small-Scale 
Fisheries in Developing Countries (GCP/GLO/200/MUL)’ was implemented by the BOBP-IGO 
during 2006-2011.  The Project was also complemented by the funding assistance from the 
International Maritime Organization (improved construction of small open deck fishing 
vessels) and the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, USA (strengthening 
of the data collection mechanism for understanding the incidences of accidents at sea). The 
Project raised the need for improving the safety of small-scale fisheries, including measures 
to strengthen their social security nets and setting up of mechanisms for improving the 
fisheries Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) in close engagement with the national 
governments of Bangladesh, India, Maldives and Sri Lanka and the fisher community. One of 
the major achievements under the Project was the introduction of the Group Insurance 
Scheme for fishers in Bangladesh and setting up of MCS Check post in Chittagong, 
Bangladesh.   
 
In recent years, the BOBP-IGO in partnership with FAO has produced an updated version of 
the “Manual on Safety at Sea for Small-Scale Fishers”. Besides the original version in English, 
the Manual has also been translated into four Official UN Languages (Chinese, French, 
Russian, Spanish), Portuguese and a revised version (changed images) for the Caribbean 
Nations. Besides, the Manual has also been translated into several languages spoken in 
South Asia (Bangla, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu and Sinhala). The Manual is now under 
translation in Turkish and two additional South Asian languages (Odia, Gujarati). 
 
Further, in association with FAO and FishSAFE (an NGO working on safety at sea), the BOBP-
IGO is working on the development of awareness material that will help in improved 
navigation of small-scale fishing vessels and reduction in collision with other vessels, in 
particular, the commercial ships. 
 
Since the safety issues of the small-scale fishing communities need continuous attention in 
terms of their navigation and communication skills, reduction in accidents and fatalities at 
sea and adoption of good practices while fishing at sea, the BOBP-IGO will continue its 
engagement on fishing safety matters in the Bay of Bengal region. This would also include 
engaging the member-countries in the ratification of international instruments such as the 
Cape Town Agreement, STCW-F and Work in Fishing Convention (C-188). The BOBP-IGO 
would seek the cooperation and assistance of FAO in working together in taking these 
matters forward in the coming period. 
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